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accumulations of paint and elements that render the space partialy ilegible
and yet, vaguely familiar. Working the paint through unorthodox processes 
and materials, she furthers notions of the past by creating surfaces with the 
patina of decay.  
   Similar to Mackey, Shuli Sadé’s work is inextricably connected to place. 
In the case of Sadé, she utilizes the iconic skyline of Manhatan to suggest 
a strong link between memory and environment. In her video “Grid 
Signals,” she sectors the familiar image of midtown New York City into a 
series of smaler shapes that dissolve and reappear, indexing the manner 
in which neurons fire areas of the brain to ignite the phenomena of recal. 
The soundtrack accompanying the images is that of a teletype, an out-
dated form of communication used to distribute news to media outlets. 
Comparable to the brain, the teletype coded messages to facilitate their 
transmital over space and time. Sadé’s art is influenced greatly by her 
colaborations with neuroscientists to understand the biological mechan-
isms of memory. Concomitantly, she is inspired by the writings of photo-
grapher Georges Perec, who noted the impact of architecture and space 
on memory. Like the neuroscientists with which Sadé works, Perec also 
understood that memory is a three part process of recal, encoding and 
storage.  
   Kara Rooney addresses the idea of the fragment quite literaly in her 
instalation “On Moving Farther Away from Speech, or Hindsight is Never 
Twenty/Twenty.” Comprised of white ceramic and plaster shards embed-
ded or embelished with swatches of photographs, Rooney places them 
atop glossy black platforms in the center of the galery. The severed 
shards and truncated photographs render them indecipherable individualy. 
Placed in proximity, these discrete elements channel ancient civilizations 
and knowledge. Pieces resembling fluted columnar fragments, potery 










